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February is a very interesting and active month filled with Valentines, President’s birthdays, and 
the shortest month of the year.  However, 2016 is a leap year giving it an extra day. 

One of the convenient fictions we live by holds that there are exactly 365 days in a year. In 
reality, the earth turns roughly 365 and a quarter times on its axis by the time it has completed a 
full year's orbit around the sun, which means that periodically the calendar has to be caught up, 
and thus the convention of leap years A leap year contains one extra day, February 29, for a 
total of 366 days. 

2016 is a leap year. 

So, where does the "leap" come in? This is a perennial source of confusion. In a normal 
sequence of years, a calendar date that falls on, say, a Monday one year will fall on Tuesday the 
next, Wednesday the year after that, Thursday the year after that, and so on. But every fourth 
year, thanks to the extra day in February, we "leap" over the expected day of the week — Friday, 
in this case — and that same calendar date lands on Saturday instead 

In keeping with the theme of nature gone awry, a whimsical tradition dating back at least four 
centuries holds that leap years confer upon women the "privilege" of proposing marriage to men 
instead of the other way around. The convention was (in literature, if not in reality) that any man 
who refused such a proposal owed his spurned suitor a silk gown and a kiss — provided she was 
wearing a red petticoat at the moment she popped the question. 

The origin of this romantic tradition is long forgotten and steeped in legend. One tidbit often 
repeated in 19th-century sources claimed it grew out of a statute passed by Scottish Parliament 
in 1288. 


